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was dismissive, noting that he
always came home with grandiose
claims. But this one was, as the
San Francisco Chronicle put it,
“arguably the most significant to
biology since Charles Darwin
published his theory of evolution
in 1859.” 
The Chronicle didn’t use the
well-worn pub story, but it did pull
out the West coast equivalent — a
meeting many years later between
Stanley Cohen and Herbert Boyer
who, “chatting in a Honolulu
delicatessen, realized that
together they could harness
specific enzymes to cut the genes
of unrelated bacteria and combine
them to create new organisms.”
Naturally, any attempt to catalog
the medical and intellectual
advances based on the double
helix is bound to use up all the
superlatives in the thesaurus. So,
after giving it a stab, journalists
went on to pursue all nature of
other angles. 
The secret of life is that life
has no single secret. DNA
alone did not make Watson
and Crick. It also took
training, conversation and
warm, flat English beer.
“Is the DNA dream about to
expire?” the Times of London
asked on the big date. “For
generals at the helm of the
genetics revolution in America,
there are only two places to be
today. The beautiful people will
gather at the Waldorf-Astoria in
New York for a dazzling gala ball,”
the Times wrote. “The other venue
is the humbler Holiday Inn in Silver
Spring, Maryland,” where the FDA
was sitting in judgment over gene
therapy. Reflecting this reserved
tone was a Wall Street Journal
column titled, “DNA’s Double
Helix Isn't So Golden Now, But
Happy 50, Anyway.” That column
dwelt on the sometimes
overlooked reality that there’s
more to biology than DNA.
Given the protagonists in this
story, there was also plenty of
fodder for reflecting on
personality. The New York Times
carted out Watson’s assertion that
his Harvard lab discovered mRNA
independently of his rivals. He told
the Times he and Walter Gilbert
“were in some sense equal to
Francis and Sydney [Brenner]”.
But the Times went on to note
that, “Neither Dr. Crick nor Dr.
Brenner is willing to accord Dr.
Watson that much credit for
messenger RNA. ‘He has got to
the stage of misremembering
things,’” Crick told the Times.
And then there’s the well-worn
story of who was not on the
guest-of-honor list. Of course,
Rosalind Franklin’s name came up
repeatedly, but so did a few
others. Newsday, on New York’s
Long Island, recounted the story
of Oswald Avery and his
colleagues, who showed that DNA
was the stuff of genes back in
1944, but never got a Nobel. 
Wandering even farther from
Cambridge, Cornell
mathematician Steven Strogatz
argued in a New York Times
commentary that in all the hoopla
over DNA, “there was no mention
of another scientific feat that also
turned 50 this year — one whose
ramifications may ultimately turn
out to be as profound as those of
the double helix.” He argued the
real neglected heroes of 50 years
ago are Enrico Fermi and
colleagues, who invented the
concept of a computer
experiment at Los Alamos in
1953.
Inevitably, the romps past
Raelians and Dolly through fields
of genetically modified crops
eventually returned to the day of
discovery in Cambridge and the
understated Nature paper that
was to follow. Johns Hopkins
science historian Nathaniel
Comfort, in a commentary on
National Public Radio, put it as
well as anyone when he
concluded, “The secret of life is
that life has no single secret. DNA
alone did not make Watson and
Crick. It also took training,
conversation and warm, flat
English beer.”
Richard F. Harris is a science
correspondent at National Public Radio
and past president of the National
Association of Science Writers. 
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The Wellcome Trust, Britain’s
largest biomedical research
charity, has a double celebration
of the 50th anniversary of the
publication of the discovery of the
structure of DNA. Not only is it
running an exhibition of work
commissioned by contemporary
artists, it is also celebrating the
opening of Francis Crick’s
archive, obtained by the trust in
2001.
Ten artists, both established
and emerging, have been
commissioned to provide their
own interpretation of the subject.
One of the artists provides a very
personal view of James Watson,
another is intrigued by the
comparable anonymity of Maurice
Wilkins. Yet others have either
responded to the iconic status of
of Rosalind Franklin, or chosen to
comment on the social history of
DNA and genetics.
The exhibits and artworks are
displayed at both locations of the
Wellcome Trust on Euston Road,
London. Four of the artists have
produced limited-edition works to
accompany their commissions,
and which will be available free of
charge at the exhibition or via its
website, www.wellcome.ac.uk/
fourplus.
Denna Jones, curator of the
exhibition said: “The passionate
debate around what is arguably
the greatest discovery of the 20th
century, and its consequences,
has stimulated artistic responses
using a variety of media, including
sound, film images and writings,”
she says.
The Wellcome Trust was a key
contributor to the public Human
Genome Project. “I hope that
visitors will be prompted to
consider the passions and
personalities that contributed to
this momentous discovery and the
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DNA at 50: The structure of the
molecule and its implications has
had a major impression on some
artists, highlighted in a new
exhibition, but its discovery was
slow to make an impression.
Nigel Williams reports.
impact the genetic revolution has
had on our lives,” she says.
The Crick archive represents
the biggest single acquisition the
Trust has ever made. Some of the
controversial Crick material on
display includes documents
relating to the disputes that shed
light on the role of Rosalind
Franklin and includes a copy of
the now famous letter from
Maurice Wilkins to Crick. “Our
dark lady leaves us...” Wilkins
wrote, referring to her transfer
from King’s College to Birkbeck
College shortly before the
publication of the first DNA paper
by Watson and Crick in Nature.
Other correspondence includes
a series of letters from Crick,
Wilkins and others to Watson,
objecting to the publication of his
book, The Double Helix. Crick and
Wilkins were strongly against
publication and Crick considered
that his privacy had been violated
and that the book was nothing
more than unscientific gossip.
But the current heightened
interest in the events of 50 years
ago were not present at the
discovery. Crick and Watson’s
paymasters at the Medical
Research Council took little initial
notice of their discovery. In the
council’s annual report for 1953,
much space was given over to the
celebration of the successful
expedition led by Edmund Hillary
to climb Mount Everest and the
series of physiological
experiments the team carried out
to look at the effects of altitude.
Crick and Watson’s paper gets
the briefest of acknowledgements
alongside others coming from
MRC-supported scientists. And a
recent book about Britain’s
Institute of Biology also highlights
their failure to appreciate the
significance of DNA in the 1950s.
Time has certainly told.
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After completing a Ph.D. in the
laboratory of. A.S. Bajer at the
University of Oregon in 1977,
Conly Rieder spent several years
as a post-doc at the University of
Wisconsin (Madison). He worked
with Hans Ris and Gary Borisy,
both prominent in the fields of
microtubules and mitosis. In 1980,
he moved to the Wadsworth
Center, where he is currently Chief
of the Laboratory of Cell
Regulation; he also holds several
academic positions at neighboring
institutions, including the State
University of New York at Albany.
His major research interest is in
how vertebrate cells divide; since
1977, he has published over 130
papers on kinetochores,
centrosomes and spindle function.
What sparked your interest in
biology? Summers spent surfing
on the beaches of Southern
California or fishing around
Flathead Lake in Montana led to
an early interest in the outdoors
and wildlife. I entered the local
University of California (at Irvine)
thinking I would go into forestry,
but graduated with a degree in
Biology. Not knowing what to do
with my life, I went to graduate
school at the University of Oregon,
partly because of its excellent
Biology department, but also for
the terrific fishing and hiking...
While in graduate school I fell in
love with microscopy, dividing
cells and my wife. Looking back, it
is evident to me that the primary
impetus for my becoming a
biologist was that it offered the
path of least resistance. 
Have any key events helped
your career? Many, not the least
being rejection of a marriage
proposal in the early 1970s.
Working 30–40 hours per week at
fast-food joints to put myself
through undergraduate school
taught me terrific time discipline
and great study habits. In the early
1980s, a trip to the Marine Biology
Laboratory at Woods Hole led to
exciting discussions, subsequent
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Celebrating DNA: Detail from Kevin Clarke’s ‘Self portrait in in Ixuatio’, one of the pic-
tures featured in the new exhibition FourPlus:Writing DNA at the Wellcome Trust in
London until August 2003. 
